
7.3.1 – Provide the details of the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its 

vision, priority and thrust in not more than 500 words    

Located in a remote rural , socio-economically backward , perennially flood affected area with a 

gory history of political turbulence and insurgence, our college has been successfully 

disseminating the light of quality higher education amidst many constraints. We have an inbuilt 

mechanism to constantly boost an eco system to help us perform our prime task as best as 

possible. All our endeavour, officially or unofficially, is directed to ensure it. All other 

programmes and efforts to bolster the hopes and aspirations of our students and people around it 

are finely integrated with it .As most of our students are from families marred by acute economic 

backwardness in this flood effected, politically unrest tribal belt, they naturally can not have 

adequate exposures in sports and cultural fields in spite of having potential. Our college is bent 

on providing both infrastructure and inspiration to its student on these fronts. While the focus on 

disseminating quality higher education to its needy students, the college efficiently blends its 

extra curricular and cocurricular initiatives with it leading to productive results. In 2029-20, as 

the college retains its spectacular academic distinction in its academic results, quite a few of its 

students do very well in other spheres like weight lifting and allied sporting events. What is more 

inspiring is quite a few of them are girl students proving the college’s gender neutral policy 

initiatives. True to its reputation of being a highly eco friendly campus with a stringent policy of 

zero tolerance to smoking and tobacco and a unique hub of scenic beauty, our college not only 

continues to live up to its reputation but adds to its reputation by making its campus and over all 

ambience still greener through robust plantation drives and bio diversity conservation initiatives. 

The Turtle Conservation Project in the historic Moglow Tank is thriving well thanks to relentless 

consolidation drives of our college fraternity and stands out as one of its kind in the entire state. 

We are happy to concede that the local populace and various stake holders have contributed 

generously on this front. 

 


